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ormer President of Botswana, Quett Masire

<fcf |ihedo Llqht on what it takeo to
Waif
^
nnifer Hite-Smith
of International Studies'
_ '/tor in Chief
fund
for African orphans;
]uni~
the talk was free.
£) I Botswana is a South African
Masire was president
), o-luntry that has been called a
from 1980 until 1998. In the
odel for economic growth
past two decades, Botswana
the developing world. Forhas experienced an eight
SCller President of Botswana,
percent economic growth
PA(|uett Masire, presented a
rate, most of which has
essage to the Pacific corncome from the mining of
unity, and the world. "The
diamonds. He is currently
e has come for Africa and
reaching out the on a global
lT|merica to work together for
level in search of investors
Cj Ivelopment," he said.
for Botswana. "If there are
President Masire attended
no investments, we will lose
eception in George Wilson
people," he said.
ll from 4:30 to 5:45 and
He continued to address
>oke in Faye Spanos Hall
the necessity of establishing
6pm on October 19th. The
an enduring peace in Africa
uu gception asked for a 20 dollar that
should be founded on
nation in which all of the
social justice. He is con
mceeds went to the School
cerned about the many

m

ducceoofLilly develope a nation
failing developing countries
in Africa and the need for "a
commitment grounded on
international peace ... for re
gional political stability and
peace." He advocated for hu
man rights, justice, freedom,
and democracy."
He outlined several guid
ing principles for success in
development, again reinforc
ing good governance, democ
racy, social justice, and selfreliance. "There is effort in
keeping the country united.
We have to rely on ourselves,
and make sure everyone is
fairly treated.
South Africa, as a devel
oping community of nationstates has coordinated trade
protocols, customs, and trans-

hi Ball: where guys cheer
nd girls play football

[hlev Rochelle Carrera
eporter

Sutherland a member of
Alpha Phi.
This year Phi Ball will
take place on October 29
from ll-2pm on Hand Hall

The Iota Gamma Chapter
Alpha Phi at the UniverIty of the Pacific, holds an
fent called Phi Ball for there
lanthropy. Phi Ball is a
awder Puff Football Tourlent where the Boys are
Iheerleaders and the Girls
[lay Football.
All students staff and fac
ially are welcome to par[cipate in Phi Ball. All of the
[esident Halls, Greek organi-,
ations and a staff team will
participating. "Not only
Phi Ball a blast to watch,
lut it's a really good op
portunity to get involved on
ampus, meet other students, Lawn. There will be Football
|nd have some fun. . . all for games, raffles and a half
great cause!" said Sabrina

"Not only is Phi
Ball a blast to
watch, but it's
a really good
opportunity to
get involved on
campus, meet
other students,
and have some
fun... all for a
great cause!"

Photograph by Tina Brehme

'resident of Botswana, Quett Masire sits in front of a world map
as he addresses the press in George Wilson Hall on the University
af the Pacific, Stockton Campus. Guests of the reception were
asked for a $20 to go to and AFrican Orphanage in Kenya.

Blood Drive
Studento give for a good canoe

Simran Kaleka

time routine put on by all the
male teams. This year Natalie
Nasser the Vice President of
Marketing for Alpha Phi is
in charge of the event. "I was
excited to become Vice Presi
dent of Marketing for Alpha
Phi because, I was excited to
plan Phi Ball and help raise
money for our Philanthropy
the Alpha Phi Foundation.
I am looking forward to a
See PHI BALL on page 2

Reporter
A blood drive took place
on Friday, October 21 st
from 10:00am to 3:00pm in
the Baun Fitness Center on
campus at the University of
the Pacific.
This was an opportunity
for students, faculty, and
staff to help save lives by
donating blood. Many peo
ple have fears of donating
blood because they are either
scared of needles or afraid
they can get a disease. How
ever, getting a disease from
donating blood is a myth.
All materials used during

the donation process are
sterile and used only once.
One cannot get AIDS or any
other disease by donating
blood. Since the human
body averages 10-12 pints of
blood, it is not unhealthy to
spare some.
However, there are sev
eral requirements that must
be met before becoming a
blood donor regarding ones
medical history and current
health. To give blood for
transfusion to another per
son, you must be healthy, be
at least 17 years old, weigh
See DONATE on page 2
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BOOgie Bash for Katrina Cash
Tesso Kannall
Ashley Doezol

ffcirrr [

Reporters

On the University
of the Pacific Cam
pus, "BOOgie Bash
for Katrina Cash"
will be taking place
his weekend. The
benefit dance will
take place on Friday,
October 28th and
Saturday, October
29th.
The benefit dance is be
ing put on by Rho Pi Phi
and the Inner Fraternity
Council (IFC). With the
help of Dr. Hackley's Prin
ciples of Public Relations
class, the word is being
spread around Pacific.
Wristbands will be sold

yahoo.com

for $5 each night for admis
sion to the parties and that
money will be sent to the
American Red Cross to be
donated to the victims of
Hurricane Katrina.
Four Fraternities will
also be helping to make

this benefit dance a suc
cess: Theta Chi, Delta Upsilon, Sigma Chi, and Pi
Kappa Alpha.
On Friday night, events
will take place at Delta Upsilon, located in Fraternity
Circle with large, tradi
tional columns and Theta

Chi, located across the levy*
from main campus near the*
Townhouses.
•
Saturday night, Sigma Chi#
and Pi Kappa Alpha will be
hosting the events. Sigma*
Chi is located next door to# "Healthy"
Delta Upsilon and Pi Kappa#
that you feel^
Alpha is located across Pacif
ic Avenue from the Chapel. * and can pe*1j
Each night will include*
normal activj
dance parties and Hallow-#
ties. If you ha
een costume contests at both#
Fraternities. Wagner Muhyl,
a chronic con
member of the IFC, said that*
dition suclu
the benefit dance is "a great#
diabetes orh
chance for IFC to promote^
what we believe in, which
blood pressui
is the good for the fraternity*
"healthy" ah
system and to help both the#
means that)
local and national commu-#
nity."
are being trca
Mark your calendars, get
your costumes ready and* and the condii
join in a good cause to sup-#
is under cont
port our fellow Americans.
blood donor.
The basic standard fc
nating blood is that yo
healthy. "Healthy" J
that you feel well ant
perform normal act?
If you have a chronic c
tion such as diabetes o:
blood pressure, "he:
also means that you a:
ing treated and the con
is under control.
Other aspects of
potential donor's healt
8*ACCIDENT MAN
tory are discussed wi
CHESTER & BROOKemployee of the Delta
SIDE 10-20-05
Bank as part of the dor
Pedestrian was crossing
process before any blc
in the lighted crosswalk
collected. All inforn
when a vehicle failed to
is confidential. Each <
stop, striking the pedes
receives a brief examir
trian. Minor injuries to the
during which temper
pedestrian
pulse, blood pressure
blood count (hemogl
9*CASUALTY JESSIE
are measured.
BALLANTYNE 10-21-05
Not enough people
Subject fell and struck
derstand
the concej
their head. Paramedics
donating blood and e\
treated the subject who was how beneficial it is to
transported to Dameron
ers. There is only a fra
Hospital for further treat
of people who can dc
ment.
blood and hardly any
those people are doirt
10*ARREST BROOKwhich leaves us with r
SIDE RD 10-22-05
very great number of b
Officers stopped a
donors.
subject for traffic viola
The demand on bloo
tions. Subject was under
the U.S. has increased c
the influence so CHP was
tically during recent mo
notified. Subject processed
due to Hurricane Ka:
by CHP.
and Wilma.

AS REPORTED BY PUBLIC SAFETY
WEEKLY REPORT
October 16 through October 22
1*ARREST STADIUM
LOT 10-16-05
Officers stopped a transient
in the parking lot and learned
he had been revoked from
campus earlier in the year.
Subject is on parole for a sex
offense and was booked into
the county jail for trespassing.

4* ARREST PERSH
ING & ALPINE 10-20-05
Officers stopped a vehi
cle for traffic violations at
7:00 AM and determined
the subject was under the
influence. CHP responded
and processed the subject
for DUI.

2*FOUND CLOTH
ING SCHOOL OF PHAR
MACY 10-16-05
Officers located several
items of clothing and booked
them as found property.

5*ARREST ATHLET
ICS 10-20-05

3*BURGLARY SOUTH
WEST HALL 10-19-05
Victim states he left his room
unlocked and when he re
turned a few minutes later, the
door was open and his wallet
was missing. The room mate
was sleeping at the time of the
theft and did not see anything.

Staff member reported a
suspicious subject hanging
around the athletic depart
ment. Officers contacted
the subject who had a
knife in his pocket. He was
arrested for possession
of the knife. Officers also
located several burglary
tools in his possession. He
gave officers his name but
later confessed he was us
ing his brother's name as
he is on parole. Stockton

Police Burglary detectives
interviewed the subject who
was booked for possession
of the knife, burglary tools,
trespassing and providing a
false name to the officer.
6*STOLEN PROPERTY BEHIND FRATERNITY
CIR. 10-20-05
Victim reports someone
took a gorilla costume from
his vehicle which had a mal
functioning lock.
7*AUTO BUR
GLARY RANEYCTR. 1020-19
Victim reports that some
one broke the side window
to his vehicle and removed
a road safety bag, Hyundai
owner's manual and his ve
hicle registration sometime
between 5:30 PM on 10-19-05
and 3:15 PM on 10-20-05.

at least 110 pounds,
have donated blood y
last 8 weeks (56 days),!
In addition, if Y0^
recently gotten a tata
piercing or have tti
to certain areas or coJ
outside of the United!
you are not an acc^

October 20, 2005

Photograph by Tina Brehmer
:irst

Lady Masire pose with freshman SIS students Christina and Nancy at the reception.

'rom PRESIDENT on pg. 1
t,
~
"
irtation. In his own country
Masire said, "Whatever
there is to share is being
ared."
Understanding the HIV /
[DS pandemic in much of
frica, Masire helped to put
clinics where people can
examined, and continues
support the work towards
— the disease. Other
include hospitalizthose with AIDS in order
i protect their families, and
roviding financial subsidies
» those who care for family
lembers with
IVllWViU
••
*AIDS,
— — / and for
tose who care for orphans
ho lost parents to the sick-

ness.
"Looking back, one can
not but have regrets," said
Masire, recognizing the
number of people with
HIV /AIDS exploded in the
last few decades. Masire
wished that could he have
had a foresight of the AIDS
epidemic, they could have
reduced the impact overall.
There have" also been
movements to increase
female education. Educa
tion is a known factor to
decrease the transmission
of disease because women
learn proper sanitation and
and the
Xprotection practices,
-*•
pass this knowledge on to
their children.

From PHI BALL page 1
large turn out and to raise
more money then ever to
help the fight against heart
disease," said Natalie Nasser. If you want to learn more
about Phi Ball stop by one of
the information tables that
will be set up in the McCaffery center on Thursday and
Friday from 11-4.
Since 1946, Alpha Phi has
focused on cardiac care as a
philanthropic priority. As a
women's organization, Al
pha Phi Foundation places
special emphasis on wom
en's cardiac health.
Heart disease is the num
ber one killer of women
in North America. The
Foundation's main goal is
to spread knowledge about

heart disease, because of
the efforts of the Alpha
Phi foundation, health care
professionals and women
everywhere are learning
more about the causes,
prevention and treatment
of heart disease.
"Phi Ball is important
because it raises money for
an extremely good cause,
Currently, heart disease is
the number one cause of
death in women in North
America, and we need to
raise awareness. Phi Ball
is just one of the many
ways that we can make
a difference," stated Alix
Link a member of Alpha
Phi.

President Masire held a
leading role in the Orga
nization of African Unity.
The OAU was involved in
Photograph by Tina Brehmer
the intervention to stop the
President Quett Masire talks to freshman SIS student, Nikko.
Rwandan genocide of 1994,
although they came into the
situation late. They looked ing his position on to the I've had my turn," he said,
into the causes of genocide, next democratically elected "There are other people out
how it could have been pre- president, Masire "no lon- there who can do it."
vented, and how to prevent ger want[s] to be president,
it in future circum
stances.
Recogniz
ing a successful
and
memorable
presidency
that
greatly impacted
Botswana,
First
Lady Masire said
of her time in office
with her husband,
"I learned a lot. I
got to travel and
For just ®40 a month and no contract, you can
meet people from
talk anytime and never run out of minutes.
other
countries,
Cool phones, state-of-the-art network, and all
learn how they do
the calls you can make. Including long distance.
things, and make
friends/'Similarly,
those who work
with Masire and
attended him on
his trip to Pacific
called their jobs
"fulfilling, reward
Permission to speak freely.
888.8metro8
ing."
www.metropcs.coni
A man full of
metroPCS Stores:
Roseville
South Sacramento
Antelope
Elk Grove
energy and experi
1420E.Rosevi3»Shrwy. 61S0 Borin Rd.
4241 Eswsfta Hit.
*80' Lttma0Mt
Roaerae, CA sssrs
saeronwno. CA8S823
Antelope. CA 05843
6* Grove. CA8W*
ence, Former Presi
916-984-2500
707-446 1769
918-984-2508
916-984 -2500
SIMM-MOO
Stockton
West Sacramento
Sacramento
dent Masife exited
Citrus Heights
Modesto
905 W. March to.
1253 W. Captc- Aw
2100 Afdsrs Way
5959 Sunrise Blvd.
Central mm Km
West Sacramento.
the stage waving
Sacramento, CA 95825 S1«*'.on.CA 85207
Cites Heights, CA95610 2«5 PSsra Wwy.
209-478 -9980
CA 95691
510-984-2500
9W-9S4-2S0Q
Modesto. CA 95350
916-984-2500
his arms exuber
209-599-0539
antly in a farewell
to the audience.
After serving for
Soff» rescissionsapphr- S«e st©» tor
18 years and pass-

metroPCS.
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Questioning conformity What has Dubye
A general overemphasis placed on appearance
By Satinder Gill
Cuest Writer

The world seems to be
consumed by America and
anything the country pro
poses. The ironic and hypo
critical American definition
of success has left the ma
jority of people perplexed
and futile. How are we
promoting diversity if we
already have predetermined
guidelines for what we con
sider success? Indeed, there
are recognizable levels of
success, but if we promote
the opportunity for equal
ity, shouldn't everyone have
the opportunity to attain
the same level of success
without having to surren
der or jeopardize aspects
of themselves? By placing
such yearning on the par
tially unattainable American
definition of success, people
have become willing to sac-

the term has been stringently
defined through a bureau
cratic process.
One example of our ef
forts to suppress diversity
is in workplace attire. Who
determines what represents
professionalism and how
individuals should dress for
work? David Stern, commis
sioner of the National Bas
ketball Association (NBA)
recently announced players
must dress in business casual
attire while participating
in
team or league activi
•••how much can
ties. This includes arriving
really be mea
at games, leaving games,
sured by a per conducting interviews and
making promotional or other
son's attire?"
appearances. Stern is op
those in power. How can we posing the common look of
claim to embrace diversity, throwback jerseys, oversized
when there are numerous vis jeans, retro Nikes, medal
ible and prominent attempts lions, chains and pendants
to create a predetermined im that many players currently
age? Rather than people de wear. This style, which many
fining success for themselves, have noted as typical of the
hip-hop culture, is being
banned from the NBA. Stern
wants his athletes to sport
a business casual look, not
one from Snoop Dogg's lat
est music video. He feels the
league needs to present itself
in a more professional man
ner in order to be successful.
But how much can really
be measured by a person's
attire? Attire would be of
importance if it was affect
ing the productivity of the
employees or if it was affect
ing the overall validity of the
organization. But the attire
the athletes choose to wear
doesn't affect their ability on
the court and it Certainly isn't
affecting the profits made by
the NBA. The NBA has the
right to be concerned about
its current image, but the
attire of the athletes isn't a
columbia.edu

rifice and conform significant
aspects of their character and
personality simply to reach
this status.
Of course there have to be
some standards, but shouldn't
those standards be flexible
around-and understanding
of—multicultural influences.
Sure, we have freedom of
choice and speech, but it is
only respected when coming
from the select individuals
who express the views of

NBA Commissioner David Stern decreed basketball players must
wear business-casual' clothes while participating in team activities.

See NBA page 5

been up to lately?

Bv Benjamin Dunphv
Staff Writer

On October 13, President
Bush had a videoconference
with the 42nd infantry divi
sion in what was to be a con
versation of back and forth
dialogue. What was exposed
afterwards, however, was the
scripting and coaching of the
troops.
After the videoconference,

plained how the troops 1
coached before the Presii
spoke to them.
Mr. McClellan then
sponded, "I'm sorry, are
suggesting that what
troops were saying was
sincere, or what they said
• not their own thoughts?
Although Ms. Barber
the troops through all 0
questions, she did war
prepare the division ca]

Press Secretary Scott McClellan was on the defensive after field
undesirable questions regarding a recent presidential photo-op.

ABC News and CNN both
showed a video of Pentagon
Official Allison Barber run
ning the troops through a
rehearsal of the conference,
going through all six ques
tions that the President was
to ask.
At the White House Press
Conference, reporters also
drilled Press Secretary Scott
McClellan for answers.
"Why did the administra
tion feel it was necessary to
coach soldiers that the presi
dent talked to this morning
in Iraq?" asked one reporter.
I'm sorry, I don't know
what you're suggesting," an
swered Mr. McClellan.
The reporter then ex-

if the President got exi
and asked an unscri
question. "But if he
President] gives us a q
tion that's not somet
that we've scripted, Caj
Kennedy, you're gonna 1
that mic."
To be fair, White H<
Press Secretary Scott Md
lan has insisted that v
troops said were their l
views. But that still dot
take away the fact thafl
event was made to apj
as an open conversation1
troops in Iraq, when in •
the questions and ansv
See DUBYA page 6
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NBA from page 4
[ judge of their character.
ig black slacks won't
ease the number of
against NBA players
erning drugs or violence,
ay corporations currently
aport me business-casual
ss code but that doesn't
elude them from suffering
i financial failures or em_jyee complications. The foshould be on the actions

'a

psiv|M Who deter
mines what repaen resents profesa«vt sionalism and
now individuals
vas J
aid jhould dress for
work? "

1 of Id behaviors of employees,
vantlt their attire.
caplMaintaining a professional
age is important to Stern,
maintaining an image
makes profit is also a
k concern. The league marto young males, many
who aspire to follow the
hip-hop image. The
is proclaiming to drain
influence of the hip-hop
from the athletes
and yet will continue
blast music from same
from their speakers,
mandating the athletes to
in business professionre, the commissioner is
ly advertising the playHow can the NBA expect
> to buy their products
len they aren't willing to
vertise the true personalis of their athletes? Who's
at ing to be willing to drop
00.00 on the latest throwck, if they can't see their
p rorite athlete sporting it on
d off the court? Broadcast-

movies.yahoo.com

ord fo imagine Dennis Rodman
earing 'business casual' attire.

PERSPECTIVES

ers purposefully show clips
of the athletes entering the
arena to showcase the lat
est trends in NBA fashion.
Athletes are able to give fans
insight to their personalities
through their unique sense
of fashion.
If you're thinking that the
sudden need for a dress code
isn't in response to the pres
ence of hip-hop attire in the
league then why hasn't any
one proposed the need for a
business casual dress code
in the past? Many feel that
this style of clothing is asso
ciated with violence, drugs,
gangs and other problems,
therefore should not have a
presence in the workplace.
However, wearing business
casual attire doesn't vali
date a person's ability to act
professionally and ethically.
Just look at the corruption
taking place in our govern
ment which is all headed by
business suit-wearing folks.
A well educated individual
with a sense of style may

«

Wearing busi
ness casual at
tire doesn't vali
date a person's
ability to act
professionally
and ethically.
Just look at our
government. 99

choose an attire associated
with another culture. At the
same time, a committed
felon may chose to dress
in khakis and polo shirts.
Clothes shouldn't determine
a person's character.
A person's attire should
not be judged as unprofes
sional simply because it
represents a culture other
than the dominant one. If we
truly embrace diversity and
promote individuality then
why are we attempting to
coniform everyone to reflect
the "American" professional
image? If business casual is
the image the NBA is aim
ing towards then maybe they
should recruit individuals
who reflect that image as
opposed to draining current
players of their personalities.

Pac-Ambo due for overhaul
A former Pacific
Bv Mortel Gibson
Columnist

ly changed from its original
charter, resembling little of
what the organization used
Once upon a time, a society to be and leading many to
existed of legendary Tigers, question the validity of the
nominated by administra group. Does this University,
tors and faculty, who acted its students and faculty, want
with the utmost chivalry and to be represented by the Pa
professionalism. They acted cific Ambassador Society?
as envoys, venturing across
The importance and
vast territories to represent potential benefits of such an
Pacific's excellence to towns organization are self-evident.
folk and parents alike.
Like any institution, Pacific
Not a fortnight passed must market itself in order to
when these Tiger's hearts compete for the very best of
murmured with discontent, students, but also, to receive
as the society turned into a contributions for programs
beastly monster. Many lost like the Campaign for Pacific.
hope, took leave from the so Human interaction, the faceciety, never to return. Others to-face contact, is a crucial el
remained, and sorrowfully ement for marketing Pacific,
watched it fall to ashes...
and is the reason Pac-Ambo
"Pac-Ambo" was founded was created.
as the premier organization
Both the relative young
to act as the face of Pacific; age and alikeness of the am
to be the Tigers of who the bassadors hampers its ability
countless brochures, Web- to represent this university.
Pages, and letters boast of. Besides a very low number
The ambassadors were to of upperclassmen, the orga
personify the excellence of nization lacks many science
Pacific's education to those majors, active Greek mem
potentially attending or in bers, division one athletes,
vesting in this great institu and only has two and one
tion.
half males in the group.
The first generation am
Moreover, major high
bassadors came from varying lights of Pacific's education,
backgrounds, were almost like Co-Ops and Internships,
entirely made up of Juniors current ambassadors have
and Seniors, and entered the yet to experience. Though
organization as established ambassadors can discuss
campus leaders. In its ranks such opportunities, on these
was a president of a frater topics they cannot relate
nity, a senator in ASuop, and anything more than facts and
a water polo player, amongst percentages from a brochure.
many others.
Sadly, the Pacific Ambas
The organization was re sador Society is unable to
sponsible for tours as well recruit and retain upperclass
as leading orientations. But men or Tigers from more di
it further contributed to versified backgrounds. There
representing the very best of are currently only three, of
Pacific by sending members more than forty, first gen
to speak at high schools, to eration ambassadors left in
attend formal dinners with the program. Last year, the
donors, and other similar en society was unable to recruit
gagements. The organization, a single upperclassman, and
and its members, provided a actually rejected a Greek af
valued service in reaching filiated candidate.
For many, the lack of inter
out to the community, poten
est in joining the Pac-Ambo is
tial students, and donors.
After only three years in due, in part, to its operations.
existence, the Pacific Ambas The group is characterized
sador Society has substantial by long meetings, retreats,

dpeakd out
Am
and morale events that in
terfere with many students'
already busy schedules.
Witnessing
ambassadors
lead students in activities
like 'ice-breakers' and games
has lead some to believe the
group is also immature.
This perceived loss of
professionalism has spanned
over the past three years, as
the group has developed
more like a Pacific Fan Club,
making "Go Pacific" post
ers and leading in cheers.
Though some of its current
activities are befitting, many
were never intended for the
organization but have been
adopted by it nevertheless.
The leadership is respon
sible for the changes in PacAmbo. Many ambassadors
have tried to recommit the
group to its original char
ter, but the leadership has
thus far been unrecptive,
responding by ostracizing
those speaking out.
As Pac-Ambo continually
strains to find members, its
ability to represent Pacific
is going to be in constant
question. The organization,
in order
Beyond simply reforming
recruitment and leadership,
the Pacific Ambassadors
Society must return to a
student-run
organization
offering real leadership opprotunities sought by upper
classmen and abandon many
of its amateurish operations,
in favor of functions directly
promoting Pacific.
Lastly, it must reinstate
its membership by faculty
nomination policy to ensure
a level of prestige. Until these
changes are made, perhaps it
is right to question whether
this group should represent
the entire Tiger community.
...And so it will rise again,
with Tigers marching abreast,
heralding the glory of Pacific,
for all to hold in awe.
The
End.
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DUBYA from page 4

were predetermined and
screened by the White House
in order to avoid any contro
versy or misdemeanor for
the war's campaign.
In the seemingly endless
recent nomination processes
that have been in the head
lines almost as much as the
hurricanes, President Bush
has made yet another nomi
nation for a high ranking
position in the government
on Monday, and this time
it looks to be a little more
promising than Harriet

"...the event was
made to ap
pear as an open
conversation
with the troops,
when in fact the
questions were
screened by the
White House."
Miers. The President nomi
nated Ben Bernanke to suc
ceed Alan Greenspan as the
Federal Reserve Chair.
"If I am confirmed to this
position, my first priority
will be to maintain continuity
with the policies and policy
strategies established during
the Greenspan years," Mr.
Bernanke said.
And Mr. Bernanke sure
has his work cut out for him,
as Mr. Greenspan's shoes are
no piece of cake to fill. But
the critics are responding to
the Harvard and MIT gradu
ate with enthusiasm and the
hopes that he will be able to
maintain the growth of the
economy seen during Mr.
Greenspan's tenure.
Of Mr. Bernanke, Mr.
Bush said, "Over the course
of a career marked by great
accomplishment, Ben has
done path-breaking work in
the field of monetary policy,
taught advanced economics
at some of our top universi
ties, and served with distinc
tion on the Fed's Board of
Governors."

PERSPECTIVES
The legacy of Rosa Pah

The nomination of Harriet
Miers is still looking grim. It
seems that every news or
ganization is against her
nomination. I say this be
cause I cannot recall a single
news clip which actually
showed Ms. Miers speaking
on her own behalf. All of the
clips that I have seen of her
show her with a seemingly
permanently-fixed
smile
on her face, waving to the
reportes like a celebrity on
the red carpet. To be fair, I
mostly watch CNN and read
the Times. As a matter of
fact, on Monday I heard Ms.
Miers' voice for the first time
on CNN. She was asked
whether or not she would
resign as she was walk
ing somewhere with her
posse. "I'm having a good
day today," she responded
in her thick Texas accent,
avoiding the question. "Are
you having a good day?"
If you recall when John
Roberts was nominated, he
was given plenty of airtime
to discuss his views, with
live coverage of his respons
es to the senate. There was
even a four page spread in
the New York Times of his
past, including qualifica
tions and his personal life,
along with an analysis of
these qualities. Where is
Miers' news coverage? I

Famed civil rights icon pao^cj aumj/ ^
The Pacifican would like
to pay tribute to Rosa Parks,
the seamstress from Ala
bama who became a promi
nent figure in the civil rights
movement after refusing to
give up her seat on a city bus
to a white man. Parks had
been active in various civil
rights causes including the
NAACP when in December
1955 she was arrested for her
defiant stand against the seg A policeman inks Parks' finger
regationist laws of the deep prints following her 1955 arrest.
south. The NAACP rallied
to her cause, publicizing her Court officially de-segregated
arrest as a catalyst for the the Alabama bus sytem. Al
Montgomery, Alabama bus though not the first Africanboycotts of 1955-56 which American to defy segrega
ended when the Supreme tionist laws, Parks' story was

the first of its kind to,
national attention ared
positive change.
After moving rron
bama to Michigan,
continued her work
NAACP and the So
Christian Leadership!
ence (SCLC).
She «
numerous awards i
ognition of her wor]
founded the eponyrn
stitute for Self Develo]
to train black youths tc
ership roles. Parks ret
an active speaker an
rights activist in her
years, even giving a
at the 1995 Million
March when she w as 5

I I cannot re
call a single
news clip which
actually showed
Ms. Miers speak
ing on her own
behalf."
ft

know
virtually
noth
ing about Harriet Miers,
except that she has been
bombarded with negative
responses. Maybe I should
just trust the media's cover
age of her nomination. That
will be the day I believe
Bush's rationale for the war
in Iraq, which the media is
currently censoring.
Till next time, that's what
Dubya's been up to.
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus

j

Power Ranger Putted over by Doug Funnie ao a revult of raciat profiting

Bv Mikev Vu
Lifestyles Editor

Ah, Halloween is just
around the corner, the one
event of the year besides
National Political Conven
tions where you can find
police officers, firefighters,
naughty nurses, strippers,
devils, and angels all in one

place. It's a day where girls
can wear skirts that look
like headbands around their
waists and boys can dress up
like pimps with their chal
ices, and nothing is out of the
ordinary.
For me, I wanted to be
something fairly awesome
this year, so one of the ideas
that crossed my mind was to

be one of the original Power
Rangers. As I perused the
costumes available online
however, I realized some
thing. The Power Rangers
are color coded like Tupperware, according to race and
sex. Yes that's right, I real
ized that one of my favorite
childhood shows had been
subliminally feeding me
with these stereotypes since
toddler hood. Isn't it a little
bit fishy that the Asian Pow
er Ranger just so happened
to be the yellow one?
What about the leader of
the group, the white muscu
lar football player dressed
in all American red? That's
a white guy dressed in red,
suspiciously the two promi
nent colors of the flag. Why
was the girly girl of the
group decked out in pink?
And one guess to what
race the Black Ranger was

(hint: he was black). While
some of you may be read
ing this and thinking, "Hey
Mikey, why would sully the
name of one of our favorite
shows? It's not that big of a
deal, stop being such a pes
simist."
Some people view the cup
as half full, others may view
it as half empty, but me? I
think it's a mighty morphin
cup brimming with stereo
typical goodness. But this
makes me wonder, what
other subliminal messages
were the shows of yester
year trying to teach us? Next
thing you know, we'll be dis
covering hidden communist
agendas in old episodes of
Pete and Pete, or that Doug
was an allegory for Jesus and
that Pati Mayonnaise was
symbolic of his deep internal
struggle. Or something like

Spooky Style File
#

costume

Erin Birmingham
News Editor

What are you going to
be for Halloween this year?
Guys, well, you could always
be, a PIMP! And girls, well,
you could always be a HOE!
Or hey, why not mix it up a
bit; Guys dawn the lingerie,
and girls pop those fur col
lars and sport your bling.
But if you would like to
veer away from the stan
dard variation of sexy minx
and seller-of-ladies then you
could try some less tradition
al costumes. Say perhaps,
George W. Bush in drag?
Or how about an 80's glam
rocker with a killer pair of
red vampire sun glasses?
Here's an original idea:
Treasure Trolls. Girls (or

guys) get some friends to
gether, get your hair to stand
on end, color it an unnatural
color, take your shirt off and
put an oversized gem in your
belly button. Sounds cute to
me!
If these ideas are not help
ing to get those creative juic
es flowing then maybe you
would like Oakland native
Montez Harrison's costume
for this year, "a Raiderette!"
or maybe you are more in
line with sophomore Mike
Stankey's train of thought in
choosing to be Spider Man.
As he explains "Luckily, I
look nerdy already with my
black glasses, so I'm just go-

See COSTUMES Page 9

News Editor, Erin Birmingham dresses up as George W. Bush in drag.

that.
For those people that don't
really know me but read this
column, I'm planning on be
coming a dentist someday.
Keyword being someday.
I'm sure many of you have
problems analogous to this,
but you really have no idea
how annoying it is to have
people come up to me on a
daily basis and ask if I can
figure out what's wrong with
their teeth.
I'm sorry; they don't teach
me about toothaches in Cal
culus II. "Hey, do you have
any idea what I should do
about this tooth right here?
It really hurts when I open
and close my mouth." No,
but did you know that 4 out
of 5 dentists agree: SHUT UP.
I've heard that asking inane
questions is the leading cause
of tooth decay.
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sun. Tonight paint a toe and
go to the townhouses.

bob for apples at the tow
houses.
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Capricorn 12/22-1/19
Fixing a problem is much
better than complaining
about it. Look at the bigger
picture and realize what's re
ally important in this world.
Tonight stop over reacting to
stupid meaningless things
and go to the townhouses.

Gemini 5/21-6/21
Candy can be the best
thing or the worst thing for
you today. The thin lbie
between energy and diar
rhea can be grim. Spend
some time developing a
tolerance and practice with
jawbreakers. Tonight listen
to the Beatles and head to the
townhouses.
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By Don Cammarano

Astrological analysit

Libra 9/21-10/22
Think of all you've been
through in life, it's re
ally amazing when you think
about it. Spend the day re
flecting on the one thing you
most regret and give it a try
as long as it's not too illegal.
Tonight pretend you're a fish
and go to the townhouses.
Scorpio 10/23-11/21
One of the most fulfill
ing things in the world is to
help someone else. There
are many tired people in the
library, bring them joy and
alertness with slinkies and
caffeine pills. Tonight watch
the OC and then go to the
townhouses.
Sagittarius 11/22-12-21
From Presidential guests
to small school children,
Pacific is being overrun with
people who think they need
a lot of attention. Bang some
pots together outside Weber
and wait for you turn in the

From Assassins Page 9
Heart's Desire, have a more
hopeful theme than the most
current musical being per
formed.
Assasins will be running
through this weekend, Octo
ber 27-29th @ 8:00pm in Long
Theatre.

Aquarius 1 / 20-2/18
Do you know why you
can't drive your car on the
walking bridge? You must
stock up on Karma, then go
for it, chances are you won't
get caught. Tonight drive
across the walking bridge to
get to the townhouses.
Pisces 2/19-3/20
Much like some of the
campus lawns you grow yel
low with sickness. Weather
it has passed or flowering as
you read try to help yourself
with a little quad coffee, that
stuff would kill death him
self again! Tonight wear a
silly hat at the townhouses.
Aries 3/21-4/19
You begin to think about
what you're doing for New
Years. Remember that it's
not just about getting tossed;
it's about getting tossed with
friends. Tonight toast to the
future at the townhouses
Taums 4/ 20-5 / 20
The spirit of the bull runs
through your blood like a
Mack truck through a wall of
noodles. Figure out how you
can be a pain to someone's
income and attack! Tonight

Cancer 6 / 22-7 / 22
You may still feel arigr
about the outcome abor
lip-sync at homecoming- Cl
over it, or maybe lip-syr;
in class without music to
confuse your professors- To
night turn off your cell phorit
and go to the townhouses.

Leo 7/23-8/22
The Dominos man is be
coming like a well dresse.
pimp with a greasy produc
for your cheesy fetisR. AI
I can say is go with it. Red
it has all the food grour
anyway. Tonight wonde:
where the Grace piano wer.
this weekend and go to th.
townhouses.
Virgo 8/23-9/22
Deep down you feel
love for the Apple compute:
Punish your mental disorde:
by using a simple yet beau
tiful operating system like
Windows on a PC, aren
right clicks cool? TonigRt lis
ten to the voices in your Reac
and go to the townhouses.
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Audiences stunned by Assassins
Abbey Golden
Tessa Kannall
Reporters

Abraham Lincoln, John
F. Kennedy, and James Gar
field. What do all these presi
dents have in common? All
of them were assassinated.
From the assassinations of
these past presidents, "As
sassins" is a musical based
on the book by John Weidman, and is currently being
performed at the University
of the Pacific's Long Theatre.
The production gives an
inside look at the minds of
the assassins, and is spiced
up with an artistic, musical
twist. It gives the audience
an idea about the point of
view of the assassins them
selves and of the American
public.
"These were events in his
tory that affected the country
and Americans citizens in
different ways. Overall it's
a very impacting show," said
cast member Melinda Camp-

ero (housewife, bystander,
and fairgoer). The assassina
tion, or attempted ones, of
many of our presidents are
important historical events
that Americans will remem
ber forever. However, the
assassins in all these events
are often misunderstood or
at least judged because of as
sumptions.
The cast of this musical
does an impressive job of rep
resenting the assassins in a
light that most Americans do
not picture the murderers of
our past presidents. The cast
members researched the as
sassins they played in order
to portray their characters
as they once were. Although
this story is not all factual,
many of the characters per
sonalities were developed to
a truthful extent, even up to
quotes. .
The musical shows the
point of view of the assassins,
making the audience sympa
thize. Campero said, "This
show will have a different af
fect on different generations

Photgraph by Dan Cammarano

Pacific's musical ensemble aim to

oke a killing at the box office with their preformance of Assassins.

because at times it's hard to
know when to laugh or when
to get mad."
This controversial story
may cause a difference of
opinions between the gen
eral public because people
who were present during
the time of the assassination
of President Kennedy may

find the scene in which he
is murdered to be offensive
in regards to the real life
situation.
Younger
generations,
however, seem to enjoy this
play because it is dark and a
different sort of production
that is usually performed at
Long Theatre. "I specifically

From COSTUMES Page 7
ing to part my hair and get
the suit....now all I have to
worry about is the muscles
to fill the suit..."
Or maybe you have a
specific skill that could be
accentuated by a costume.
For example master of karate
Bobby Kuwabara who in
true superstar-like fashion
says, "Aiite, let's just say
I'm gonna be Jackie Chan
for Halloween." Other ideas
include; Golfers, be DEAD
golfers, swimmers you could
always be VAMPIRE swim
mers, or volleyball players
you could always be HEAD
LESS HORSEMAN volley
ball players. Maybe not?
Anyway, maybe you'd
like to come back on to the
road of the more traditional.
Freshman basketball player
Samantha Hart plans on
being Little Bo Peep and
sophomore basketball play
er, Kevin Hurley is going to
fight the cold in a caveman
costume. A bit less morbid in
comparison to my haunting
sports-costume ideas, but I

enjoyed the Assassins because
it portrayed the historical
murderers in a different way
than most Americans think
of them," said Junior Holly
Wilson.
Past musicals, including
See Assassins Page 8

sis manifests itself in the sea
see the appeal.
Pacific student Annette sonal Halloween store, Spirit.
Chapman expresses an at It only comes around once a
titude that sadness the Jack- year, but it is the perfect place
O-Lantern's squishy little to get you excited about the
heart, "I want to be a mer upcoming holiday.
So be Captain Jack Sparrow
maid but I'm finding it hard
like
Tejpal Sekhon, or wear
to gather up enough enthu
spandex
Skelton suites and
siasm to pull it together."
be
the
evil
Cobra Ki karate
Never fear you apathetic
gang
from
the
Karate Kid like
gals and ghouls! The perfect
freshman
Mike
Lennon, or
oasis to amp up your Hal
be
whatever
you've
always
loween spirit is waiting for
wanted
to
be.
But
please
just
you right in the Sherwood
don't
be
you!
Happy
Hallow
Mall's parking lot. This oa
een!

Photograph by Erin Birmingham

(Above) Lifestyles Editor, Mikey Vu, as a 80's glam rocker,
wearing vampire shades. All featured accesories can be found
at Spirit Halloween Store. (Left) Mlkey and Erin pose in their
final costumes for the evening.
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NFL Guru Week 8 Predictions

Chase Topolla
were predictable and al
NFL Guru
lowed our defense to set up
against their offense/' said
Overall Record: 29-20
Ianni. Ianni has done a great
job replacing graduated All
Tampa Bay at San Fran
Conference setter Haley cisco
Anderson. Ianni's accuracy
The Bucs lost Brian Griese
set up roaring hits by the for the season and picked
Tiger offense throughout the up ex-49er Tim Rattay for
game. Yet it was the defense a conditional draft pick. It
that made a big statement. looks like either him or Chris
"The key was shutting down Simms will be the QB, but it
their top hitters, we did a should not matter. Cadillac
good job taking their best Williams, if he plays, should
hitters out of the game," have a big game. Tampa
said Hibers. It was no doubt Bay's D will smother the Nina team effort in frustrating ers O-Line. Alex Smith has a
the Eagle offensive as Uhl sprained knee and is not sure
added, "we worked together if he is going to play. This
as a team and communicated makes things even worse
as a team."
than they already are because
The Tigers unity is shown this means Ken Dorsey or
on and off the court which is Cody Pickett might have to
a big part of the team's recent start. Barlow and Frank Gore
success. "We are all good had IDs last week, but they
friends on and off the court", didn't mean much. The Bucs
said Juli Winterbotham. The should roll in this game and
Tigers season started slowly their D might outscore the
as a tuff schedule and heavy 49ers offense.
traveling took its toll on a
Bucs 35, 49ers 13
young Tiger team with only
three seniors. "We started
Oakland at Tennessee
rough, but after refocusing
The
lne Raiders
Kaiuers looked
looiceu exceiexceland bonding as a team, we lent against a very good Butpicked it up and now with a falo team last week. Lament
few big wins under our belt Jordan showed his skills with
we are prepared and ready over 100 yds along with 3
to go into the final stage of TDs. Randy Moss also defied
our season with confidence
all odds and played with 3
said Winterbotham. The way injuries, but still caught a TD
the Tigers worked as a team pass. The victory was a little
against the Eagles provides bittersweet because Oakland
sufficient evidence that the lost both Charles Woodson
Tigers are ready to take on
the elite in the tough Big
West Conference. "We are
looking forward to playing
UC Santa Barbara and Long
Beach State", said Uhl. UC
Santa Barbara and Long
Beach State hold the top two
spots in conference play but
that can soon change as Pa
cific has the determination
to show the Men's basketball
team is not the only sport
that can make a nice run in
the big dance. The victory
gives the Tigers a 12-9 record
while the Eagles drop to 16-7.
The Tigers next game will be
on the road playing Cal State
Northridge on Saturday Oc
tober 30th.

and Derrick Gibson for 6-8
weeks. This means rookie
Fabian Washington will have
to step it up. Tennessee is far
from their dominance of pre
vious seasons because of sal
ary cap trouble. Their offense
is decent with Steve McNair
and Chris Brown, but losing
Drew Bennett for a month
hurts a lot. I really cannot see
Tennessee taking this game
unless they can shut down
the Raiders offense.
Raiders 27, Titans 17

ry against the Chargers. The
Eagles have to run the ball
more if they want to win.
McNabb cannot be throw
ing the ball 50 times a game.
Brian Westbrook is one of
the best RBs in the NFL and
the Eagles need to figure
this out. Denver has mixed
up their running backs the
last few games with Mike
Anderson and Tatum Bell
splitting carries. I have been
very impressed with their
run defense. I think that the
Eagles will pull this game
Washington at NY Giants out in the 4th quarter.
Both teams have been im
Eagles 24, Broncos 20
pressive this season and this
game should be very close.
Buffalo at New England
Eli Manning proved he can
The Bills didn't look so
handle the QB duties with good against the Raiders
the game on the line after last week. I think it had a
throwing a TD pass to Amani lot to do with McGahee
Toomer with :05 left to beat only getting 16 carries. Kelly
Denver. Tiki Barber is a threat Holcombe is a better fit than
to run and catch the ball and Losman and the defense
will
wui be
uc a huge
uugc factor.
iauui. The needed to step it up. The
ine
Redskins had an easy 52-17 Patriots have lost many stars
j r
. ,/•rr
-ry,.
-j..
victory over the 49ers where on their defense,
but Tedy7
„
.
.
.
Mark Brunell and Clinton Bruschi is returning after ia
Portis both had 3 TDs. Lavar stroke only 8 months ago. I
Arrington finally got some think the Patriots will pull
. ."
•; ~ , , Q
out the victory because 4tey
9
P^SSf and recorded
lackles:11,18 S3™18 8?mS!°.
are coming off a bye week
come down to the end and I and Tom Brady will have a
like Eli in the final 2 minutes. good game.
Giants 24, Redskins 21
Patriots 20, Bills 14
Philadelphia at Denver
The Broncos had a heart
breaking loss last week and
the Eagles had an epic victo-

Kansas City at San Diego
The Chiefs have had no
trouble running the ball
this season, but the pass-

ing game is another story
Trfnt Green has been
and Tony Gonzalez doe*
even have 200 bpta ^ , C:
a TD this season. They have
to include him in the offense
if they plan on winning!
game" LT was held without
a TD for the first time in 18
games and that is the mail
reason they lost. He also was
only able to run for 7 yards,
which was a career low. Ar
tonio Gates had a huge set
ond half with 70 yards and:
TD. The defense looked very
sharp too. The Chargers wi
win because Tomhnson
just too good to have tv. o ba.
games in a row.
Chargers 28, Chiefs 20

Baltimore at Pittsburgh
This is not the Monca
night game that everyor
thought it would be at theh
ginning of the season. Jans
Lewis
is. one of the., bigg
,.
£
disappointments of
e
and the offense looks :ai
, . , ,
.
,
ful. Their defense is also
.
P. -, & / . ,
,
P '
l°°kf d verw g.
a8a»81 Cmci last week. T
rushed for over 200 yar
with Willie Parker lead:
the way with 131 yards. Th
defense forced Carson Pa!
er to throw two INTs £
zero TDs. Pittsburgh shot
not have trouble winning t
game.
Steelers 27, Ravens 13

SPORTS
Water Polo

The Pacifican
From CHEER page 12
back into cheer shape." The
camp required the team to
try many new stunts. But
Coach Jack was happy the
team was able to experi
ence the rigorous college
cheerleading camp. "It was
demanding and a wake up
call, but gave them a chance
to see some higher quality
teams."
Cassie Carpenter feels
good about the 2005-2006
season for the Pacific Cheer
squad. She is excited to fi
nally have a dedicated and
motivated coach. "He is a
stable coach with a good vi
sion for the team."
As for Coach Jack, he
believes the squad will
achieve highly over the
next year. "The squad has
potential, and if people can
learn to step up, and really
I push themselves, they can
be pretty good." While the
I team is relatively still new,
working together, progress
is developing everyday. The
cheerleaders see many pos
sibilities lying ahead in the
future. Go Tigers!

Courtnee Coburn
Staff Writer

Sunday October 23rd was
a heartbreaking day for the
Men's Water Polo team. UC
Irvine won the game 14-10.
UCI is ranked No.7 in the
nation.
From the first second it
seemed it would be an incred
ibly close game. The score
was 3-3 after one period of
play. Unfortunately the tables
turned halfway through the
game. By halftime UCI was in
the lead 9-5.
Many of the fans were
"h calls made by the

referees. "The team put up
with some really terrible
calls, and luckily still man
aged to keep it together."
Said Freshman Andy Crete.
Pacific's next game will
be tonight October 27th,
against Berkeley. Cal is
ranked No. 2.
Nevertheless the Men's
Water Polo team is moti
vated, and dedicated to
bringing Pacific victory.
Freshman player Justin Kloetzer said, "Even though
we lost on Sunday, we are
still looking to beat Cal on
Thursday."

Intramural
Final Scores

Congratulations to all the Intramural champions

Men s Flag Football
Gold Division

The Blazers defeated Not Approved By Housing
Silver Division

El Guapo defeated Phi Delt

Bronze

Co Champions The C Team and Ramrod

Women's Flag Football

Fockers defeated Hardcore
Co Rec

Mokes & Tidahs defeated Rec Staff

Softball
Women's Champion

Fockers defeated DG
Men's A

Softball Honor Face defeated Pike
Men's B

Bulldogs defeated Tiger Lillies

Co Rec

Nimrods defeated Hala Tree

_____________
At John Muir/Mt. Diabio Health System, extensive orientation and continuous training
are the catalysts for increasing your knowledge, skills and value to our collaborative
teams. Development and implementation of intensive care protocols, ongoing education
to physicians and the health care team, and clinical rounds will be part of your total
involvement. Pyxis stations in nursing units, physician order entry, robotic drug
distribution, and satellite pharmacies are the state-of-the-art technology you can expect.

ur pharmacists continually grow, improving their knowledge and skills throughout
their entire careers.
We also offer:

• Student Loan Forgiveness Program • Tuition Reimbursement
• Relocation Assistance • Benefits Within 30 Days
• Generous Paid Time Off and Extended Sick Leave
For more information, or to apply, please contact: Karen

Iglesias, Human
Resources Department, John Muir/Mt. Diabio Health System, 2540 East Street,
Concord, CA 94520; Phone: (925) 674-2481: Fax: (925) 674-2439: Email:
karen.iglesias@jmmdhs.com E0E

|OHN MUIR A MT. DIABLO
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A growing squad motivates the Tigers
By Melissa Bahr
Reporter
What is orange,
black, and likes to scream?
The Pacific Cheer squad of
course! Cheering for Wom
en's volleyball and basket
ball, and Men's basketball,
the cheerleaders dedicate
hours upon hours working
out, practicing, and cheering
in games.
But this year, the
squad may appear a bit dif
ferent than many students
remember from the 20042005 seasons. A couple of
years ago, the team was a

competitive, coed squad per
forming top notch stunts.
Yet, by the end of the
basketball season in 2004, the
squad dissolved. Kevin Jack,
the current Pacific Cheer
coach and member of the
"elite" team, explained the
reasoning for the lack of re
turning cheerleaders. "Typi
cal turnover through gradu
ation, loss of eligibility of a
few members, a change in
coaching, change in faculty
support, and simple burnout
caused the team to not come
back the next year."
Due to the absence
of returnees, the team for

the 2004-2005 season was an
all freshman squad lacking
males and elite skills. By No
vember, the team was down
to seven cheerleaders, since
numerous girls chose to quit.
Sophomore Cassie
Carpenter was one of the
remaining individuals on the
squad. She admits that hav
ing such a small amount on
the team during basketball
was "frustrating" and "defi
nitely a hard time." She re
called one game where there
were only three cheerleaders,
and she "felt really stupid."
Carpenter states, "it
was difficult to have three

Pacific cheerleaders stands tall during Midnight Mania, like the be
ketball team, they too are looking forward to a strong season.

coaches because coaches
came in and out to lead the
squad throughout the year."
The current coach,
Kevin Jack, who began to
lead the squad midway
through last year's season,
has been influential on the
team. The squad consists
of fourteen females and two
males this year. Tryouts for
the squad were held during
the late spring of 2005, and
some cuts had to be made.
A second tryout took place
in late August in order to ex
pand the team further. The
tryout was successful; two
men and four women were

added out of the incLividu
who tried out.
Coach Jack was c
of the members of Pac
Cheer a few years ago W
it was an extremely selecrti
coed squad. His vision
the team this year is unl
that of previous coaches
want to move beyond, the
sic stunts and begin on wo
ing on some elite stunts."
fact, over the summer,
squad attended a cheer cai
at UCSB for college squad
"It was a good v
to jump start people to

See CHEER page 11

Womens Volleyball defeats EWU

By Arash Scott Behnam
Sports Editor

R l f A m e n CrAft D n i i n n m

V

ington had no answer to the
powerful throw downs of
The University of the Pa Drollinger, Kara Uhl, Ashley
cific faced another tuff non- Groothuis and Sidney Benconference game as Eastern net, and McHugh knew it.
Washington University vist"There middle followed
ed the Spanos center Tuesday ours so whoever was away
October 25 for a match with would have an opening to hit
the Tigers. With a .780 win into," said setter Allison Ianning percentage (71 games ni. "The funest part of volley
won out of 91) in a three year ball is hitting the ball hard,
span the Eagles came out straight down for a point",
with vengeance giving the said Uhl whose booming hits
Tigers a quick scare. The fire gave her a team high 16 kills.
was quickly put out with a Pacific did a good job hitting
brilliant move by head coach the ball straight down when
Jayne McHugh, bringing in they spread the floor out.
Susan Drollinger. Drollinger "We have a lot of talented
ignited a sub par offense girls who could put the ball
giving the Tigers 13 kills off down, when we spread our
the bench. Eastern Wash offense, we are very suc

cessful", said Uhl. McHugh
and the coaching staff did
their homework and came
up with a brilliant strategy.
"We watched film of them
(EWU) from their games
earlier in the season and the
coaching staff put together a
great scouting report", said
Johanna Hilbers. The scout
ing report and a team effort
helped the Tigers beat the
Eagles three matches to one.
The offense had its mo
ments but it was the defense
that put on a clinic thanks to
the scouting report. "They
See VOLLEYBALL Pg 10

IT'S ALL IN THE EYES: Johanna Hilbers intensly focuses on the ser
vice as Allison lanni gives direction to the rest of the team.

